
What exists 
in the quantum Universe;

observation in gravitational systems

… as told by a quantum mechanician*

(Steve Giddings, UC Santa Barbara)

* Fundamentalist, Everettian, Decoherent, …



The Universe has, so far, been observed to respect the 
principles of quantum mechanics

If we assume this will be true of the Ultimate Quantum Theory, 
what implications does it have for:

- what exists
- observation, observers
- the structure of quantum gravity
- cosmology, black holes

?

excellent evidence summarized at the conference



Hierarchy of approximations:

Nonrelativistic  
Quantum Mechanics

Quantum Field Theory 
 on fixed spacetime

Ultimate Quantum Theory,  
including gravity
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(Viewpoint: quantum theory)



What exists in quantum mechanics?
(what are basic ingredients of its structure?)

Space of states (~Hilbert space)

But don’t classical variables exist? 

Only as labels on states!

Or, consider superposition of metrics

no definite spacetime 
spacetime doesn’t exist

Viewpoint:  “supremacy of the wavefunction”



Of course, we need structure beyond just Hilbert 
space to describe physics: what we observe

“Quantizing” a classical system (e.g. electrodynamics, 
general relativity) is one way to try to infer this structure.

But, what else can we say about such structure, 
without such a procedure?

(and: geometry may not be right fundamental 
starting point for gravity)



Examples of elements of typically needed structure:

Preferred states

Preferred observables

Notion of subsystems

Evolution: U, or infinitesimal version H

(Have seen role in other talks)



Observation in quantum-mechanical systems

Common starting point: divide quantum system (“Universe”) 
into subsystems



Observation: general quantum theory

System:

subsystem e 
“observee”

subsystem r 
“observer”

} }

for “reasonable” operators
(decoherence, stability of records, etc.)



} }

Explicit example: Coleman-Hepp [Helv. Phys. Acta., 1972]

(or Hartle - two slit)

N spins N spins

Purely unitary evolution

Coleman:  “The past is present memory”

Used basic ingredients listed …



Parenthetical comments: 

“paradoxically,” what is observed to exist in quantum 
mechanics isn’t what exists in quantum mechanics.

… part of the irreducible weirdness of quantum mechanics

your counterparts in other parts of the wavefunction 
can observe something else 

No primary role for events



A twist:  subsystems in quantum field theory
(QFT describes all known physics, except gravity)

- respects principles of QM
- subtlety due to structure of Hilbert space

due to type III von Neumann structure
“infinite entanglement”

Algebraic  
structure:

previous arguments run, since essential aspects 
formulated in terms of algebra of operators

subsystemscommuting subalgebras

e.g. regions



Observers/observation in quantum gravitational systems?

Don’t know complete theory of QG; but assume it 
reduces to weak-field GR, in weak field regime

If quantum mechanics is weird, quantum gravity is weirder…

Basic operator in QFT:

Problem with commuting subalgebras!

creates 
particle

In gravity:

-         not gauge invariant

- basic gauge invariant  
operator:

creates 
particle and  
grav. field!

[1503.08207]

(used to define subsystems)



Obstruction to commuting subalgebras

Gravitational dressings meet

Nasty surprise!

“Locality Bound”
[hep-th/0103231, hep-th/0402073 w/ 

Lippert;  hep-th/0604072]

Gravitational

~Uncertainty principle, for QG

[1507.07921, 
1607.01025, w/W. Donnely]

(Failure of standard locality)



How to even fundamentally define subsystems?

Entanglement/entanglement entropy

Information transfer

Observation

needed for:

… much discussion in community

… apparent obstruction

Separability … key role in physics  (Einstein - see e.g. Musser)



Weaker division of states of Hilbert space?

With appropriate structure: rerun previous discussion??

What necessary mathematical structure?

Alternatives?

Different framework than QM needed for gravity

What could it possibly be?

Key question for foundational progress…



Apparent pertinence to

Cosmology

Additional subtlety in evolution: must be relational 

e.g. “spectrum of density fluctuations looks 
like X when inflaton takes value Y”

Observer must be in system, so subtlety is 
particularly important

[discussion: hep-th/0512200, w/ Marolf, Hartle; Rovelli, …] 



Black holes
Locality is not rigorously defined in quantum gravity
It is assumed to be in our familiar description of black holes

Two possibilities:

Modified view of localization of information, from LQFT

Effectively nonlocal interactions

possibly connected to observational effects

e.g.
deformation of black hole 
shadow; possibly visible 

to Event Horizon 
Telescope 

(1606.07814 w/ D. Psaltis)

For 
another 

talk



Summary

In this view of QM, the wavefunction or state is what exists

Additional structure needed to make contact w/ prediction
Subsystems, observables, preferred states, evolution

With such structure, observation can be described for NRQM
Also apparently OK for QFT

In gravity, issues with sharply defining subsystems; locality

Possibly connected with quantum structure of spacetime, 
consistent approach to inflationary cosmology, and 

conundrums of black holes


